

Note Regarding Federal, State, and Local Government Agencies (Such as Departments of Motor Vehicles)

This Federal Register Notice does not invalidate the compliance notice DHS issued on November 16, 2022, which extended the validity of certain TPS documentation through June 30, 2024 and does not require individuals to present a Form I–979, Notice of Action. While Federal Government agencies must follow the guidelines laid out by the Federal Government, State and local government agencies establish their own rules and guidelines when granting certain benefits. Each state may have different laws, requirements, and determinations about what documents you need to provide to prove eligibility for certain benefits. Whether you are applying for a Federal, State, or local government benefit, you may need to provide the government agency with documents that show you are a TPS beneficiary, show you are authorized to work based on TPS or other status, or that may be used by DHS to determine if you have TPS or another immigration status. Examples of such documents are:

- Your current EAD with a TPS category code of A–12 or C–19, even if your country of birth noted on the EAD does not reflect the TPS designated country of El Salvador; or
- Your Form I–94, Arrival/Departure Record or Form I–797, Notice of Action, as shown in the Federal Register notice published at 87 FR 68717.

Check with the government agency requesting documentation regarding which document(s) the agency will accept. Some state and local government agencies use SAVE to confirm the current immigration status of applicants for public benefits.

While SAVE can verify that an individual has TPS, each state and local government agency’s procedure govern whether they will accept an unexpired EAD, Form I–797, Form I–797C, or Form I–94. It may also assist the agency if you:

- a. Give the agency a copy of the relevant Federal Register notice listing the TPS-related document, including any applicable auto-extension of the document, in addition to your recent TPS-related document with your A-number, USCIS number or Form I–94 number;
- b. Explain that SAVE will be able to verify the continuation of your TPS using this information; and
- c. Ask the agency to initiate a SAVE query with your information and follow through with additional verification steps, if necessary, to get a final SAVE response verifying your TPS.

You can also ask the agency to look for SAVE notices or contact SAVE if they have any questions about your immigration status or any automatic extension of TPS-related documentation. In most cases, SAVE provides an automated electronic response to benefit-granting agencies within seconds, but occasionally verification can be delayed.

You can check the status of your SAVE verification by using CaseCheck at https://save.uscis.gov/casecheck/. CaseCheck is a free service that lets you follow the progress of your SAVE verification case using your date of birth and one immigration identifier number (A-number, USCIS number, or Form I–94 number) or Verification Case Number. If an agency has denied your application based solely or in part on a SAVE response, the agency must offer you the opportunity to appeal the decision in accordance with the agency’s procedures. If the agency has received and acted on or will act on a SAVE verification and you do not believe the SAVE response is correct, the SAVE website, www.uscis.gov/save, has detailed information on how to correct or update your immigration record, make an appointment, or submit a written request to correct records.
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Reconsideration and Rescission of Termination of the Designation of Nicaragua for Temporary Protected Status; Extension of the Temporary Protected Status Designation for Nicaragua


ACTION: Notice of Reconsideration and Rescission of Termination of the Designation of Nicaragua for Temporary Protected Status (TPS) and Notice of Extension of TPS Designation for Nicaragua.

SUMMARY: Through this notice, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) announces that the Secretary of Homeland Security (Secretary) is rescinding the previous termination of the designation of Nicaragua for TPS, which was published on December 15, 2017 and extending the designation of Nicaragua for Temporary Protected Status (TPS) for 18 months, beginning on January 6, 2024 and ending on July 5, 2025. This extension allows existing TPS beneficiaries to retain TPS through July 5, 2025, so long as they otherwise continue to meet the eligibility requirements for TPS. Existing TPS beneficiaries who wish to extend their status through July 5, 2025, must re-register during the 60-day re-registration period as described in this notice.


Extension of Designation of Nicaragua for TPS: The 18-month extension of TPS for Nicaragua begins on January 6, 2024, and will remain in effect through July 5, 2025. The extension impacts existing beneficiaries of TPS under the designation of Nicaragua.

Registration: The 60-day re-registration period for existing beneficiaries runs from November 6, 2023, through January 5, 2024.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

- You may contact Rená Cullip-Mason, Chief, Humanitarian Affairs Division, Office of Policy and Strategy, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, Department of Homeland Security, by mail at 5900 Capital...
Gateway Drive, Camp Springs, MD 20746, or by phone at 800–375–5283.

For further information on TPS, including guidance on the registration process and additional information on eligibility, please visit the USCIS TPS web page at https://www.uscis.gov/tps. You can find specific information about Nicaragua’s TPS designation by selecting “Nicaragua” from the menu on the left side of the TPS web page.

If you have additional questions about TPS, please visit uscis.gov/tools. Our online virtual assistant, Emma, can answer many of your questions and point you to additional information on our website. If you are unable to find your answers there, you may also call our USCIS Contact Center at 800–767–1833.

Applicants seeking information about the status of their individual cases may check Case Status Online, available on the USCIS website at uscis.gov, or visit the USCIS Contact Center at https://www.uscis.gov/contactcenter.

Further information will also be available at local USCIS offices upon publication of this notice.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Table of Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIA</td>
<td>Board of Immigration Appeals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFR</td>
<td>Code of Federal Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHS</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Homeland Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO—DOL</td>
<td>U.S. Department of State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAD</td>
<td>Employment Authorization Document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNC</td>
<td>Final Nonconfirmation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form I–131</td>
<td>Application for Travel Document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form I–765</td>
<td>Application for Employment Authorization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form I–797</td>
<td>Notice of Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form I–821</td>
<td>Application for Temporary Protected Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form I–9</td>
<td>Employment Eligibility Verification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form I–912</td>
<td>Request for Fee Waiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form I–94</td>
<td>Arrival/Departure Record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>Federal Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>U.S. Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IER</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Immigrant and Employee Rights Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JI</td>
<td>Immigration Judge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INA</td>
<td>Immigration and Nationality Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVE</td>
<td>USCIS Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary</td>
<td>Secretary of Homeland Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS</td>
<td>Temporary Protected Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTY</td>
<td>Text Telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USCIS</td>
<td>U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Purpose of This Action (TPS)

Through this notice, DHS announces the reconsideration and rescission of the termination of the designation of Nicaragua for TPS and the Secretary’s decision to extend the TPS designation for 18 months from January 6, 2024, through July 5, 2025. This notice also sets forth procedures necessary for nationals of Nicaragua (or individuals having no nationality who last habitually resided in Nicaragua) to re-register for TPS and to apply for renewal of their Employment Authorization Documents (EADs) with USCIS.

Re-registration is limited to individuals who have previously registered or re-registered for TPS under Nicaragua’s designation, whose applications were granted, and whose TPS has not been withdrawn for individual ineligibility for the benefit. Failure to re-register properly within the 60-day re-registration period may result in the withdrawal of your TPS following appropriate procedures. See 8 CFR 244.14.

For individuals who have already been granted TPS under Nicaragua’s designation, the 60-day re-registration period runs from November 6, 2023, through January 5, 2024. USCIS will issue new EADs on July 5, 2025, expiration date to eligible Nicaraguan TPS beneficiaries who timely re-register and apply for EADs.

Individuals who have a Nicaragua TPS application (Form I–821) and Application for Employment Authorization (Form I–765) that were still pending as of June 21, 2023 do not need to file either application again. If USCIS approves an individual’s pending Form I–821, USCIS will grant the individual TPS through July 5, 2025. Similarly, if USCIS approves a pending TPS-related Form I–765 filed in connection with a Form I–821, USCIS will issue the individual a new EAD that will be valid through the same date. If you have TPS and only a pending Form I–765, you must file the Form I–821 to re-register for TPS or risk having your TPS withdrawn for failure to timely re-register without good cause. There are currently approximately 4,000 beneficiaries under Nicaragua’s TPS designation who may be eligible to continue their TPS under the extension announced in this Notice.

What is Temporary Protected Status (TPS)?

- TPS is a temporary immigration status granted to eligible nationals of a foreign state designated for TPS under the INA, or to eligible individuals without nationality who last habitually resided in the designated foreign state before arrival in the United States, regardless of their country of birth.
- During the TPS designation period, TPS beneficiaries are eligible to remain in the United States, may not be removed, and are authorized to obtain EADs so long as they continue to meet the requirements of TPS.
- TPS beneficiaries may also apply for and be granted travel authorization as a matter of DHS discretion.
- To qualify for TPS, beneficiaries must meet the eligibility standards at INA section 244(c)(1)–(2), 8 U.S.C. 1254a(c)(1)–(2).
- When the Secretary terminates a foreign state’s TPS designation, beneficiaries return to one of the following:
  - The same immigration status or category that they maintained before TPS, if any (unless that status or category has since expired or terminated); or
  - Any other lawfully obtained immigration status or category they received while registered for TPS, as long as it is still valid beyond the date TPS terminates.

When was Nicaragua designated for TPS?

Nicaragua was initially designated on the basis of environmental disaster that prevented nationals of Nicaragua from returning in safety following an environmental disaster, at the request of the country’s government, and because Nicaragua was unable, temporarily, to handle adequately the return of its nationals. See Designation of Nicaragua Under Temporary Protected Status, 64 FR 526 (Jan. 5, 1999). Since its initial designation in 1999, TPS for Nicaragua was extended 13 consecutive times (for periods of 12 or 18 months at a time) under the same statutory basis of environmental disaster. The last such extension was due to expire on January 5, 2018.

Following the statutorily required review of the country conditions, former Acting Secretary Elaine C. Duke announced the termination of TPS for Nicaragua, with an effective date of January 5, 2019. See Termination of the Designation of Nicaragua for Temporary Protected Status, 82 FR 59636 (Dec. 15, 2017); see also INA secs. 244(b)(3)(A) and (B); 8 U.S.C. 1254a(b)(3)(A) and (B). As discussed below, this termination decision has been the subject of litigation and a court order. As a result, the termination has not taken effect.

Litigation Background Regarding Termination of Certain TPS Designations

In addition to Nicaragua, in 2017–2018, TPS termination decisions were also announced for five other countries...
by the Secretary or Acting Secretary: Sudan, El Salvador, Haiti, Nepal, and Honduras. Lawsuits challenging the terminations were filed in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California in Ramos v. Nielsen, 326 F. Supp. 3d 1075 (N.D. Cal. 2018), and Bhattarai v. Nielsen, No. 19–cv–00731 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 12, 2019), and in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of New York in Saget v. Trump, 375 F. Supp. 3d 280 (E.D.N.Y. 2019). In Ramos, the district court granted a preliminary injunction enjoining the terminations of TPS for El Salvador, Haiti, Sudan, and Nicaragua and direct DHS to maintain the status quo and to continue the TPS and TPS-related documentation of affected TPS beneficiaries under those countries’ designations. The U.S. Government appealed, and a three-judge panel vacated the injunction. The appellate court, however, has granted rehearing en banc of the panel decision, vacating the panel’s decision. The district court’s preliminary injunction thus remains in place. In Bhattarai the district court has stayed proceedings until the Ramos appeal is decided and approved the parties’ stipulation for the continuation of TPS and TPS-related documentation for eligible, affected beneficiaries of TPS for Honduras and Nepal during the stay and pendency of the Ramos appeal. In Saget, the district court granted a preliminary injunction enjoining termination of TPS for Haiti, and the Government appealed. However, following the new TPS designation of Haiti in August 2021, the district court dismissed the lawsuit based on the parties’ stipulation to dismiss. Beneficiaries under the TPS designations for El Salvador, Nicaragua, Sudan, Haiti, Honduras, and Nepal will retain their TPS while the preliminary injunction in Ramos remains in effect, and 120 days thereafter, provided that their TPS is not withdrawn because of individual ineligibility. DHS has taken actions to ensure its continued compliance with the court orders in Ramos and Bhattarai. DHS has published periodic notices to continue TPS and extend the validity of TPS-related documentation previously issued to beneficiaries under the TPS designations for El Salvador, Haiti, Nicaragua, Sudan, Honduras, and Nepal. The most recent such notice continued TPS and extended the TPS-related documents specified in the notice through March 31, 2022. These extensions apply where the TPS beneficiary properly filed for re-registration during either the most recent DHS-announced registration period for their country, or any applicable previous DHS-announced re-registration periods for the beneficiary’s country, or has a re-registration application that remains pending. Although the notice published at 87 FR 68717 remains valid, individuals who wish to remain eligible for TPS under the extension of TPS for Nicaragua announced in this notice through July 5, 2023, and any potential future extensions must apply for re-registration in accordance with the procedures announced in this notice. Failure to timely re-register without good cause is a ground for TPS withdrawal. See INA sec. 244(c)(3)(C); 8 U.S.C. 1254a(c)(3)(C); 8 CFR 244.17.

What authority does the Secretary have to reconsider and rescind the termination of TPS for Nicaragua and extend the prior designation?

Section 244(b)(1) of the INA, 8 U.S.C. 1254a(b)(1), authorizes the Secretary, after consultation with appropriate agencies of the U.S. Government, to designate a foreign state (or part thereof) for TPS if the Secretary determines that certain country conditions exist. The decision to designate any foreign state (or part thereof) is a discretionary decision, and there is no judicial review of any determination with respect to the designation, termination, or extension of such designation. Whether an action is discretionary or not is a question of law to be determined by the agency in question; the facts in each case are to be examined in the light of the legislative history and the purposes of the Act. The Secretary has discretion to determine whether to designate any foreign state (or part thereof) for TPS if the Secretary determines that the country condition requirements for TPS are met.

The Secretary has discretion to determine whether to designate any foreign state (or part thereof) for TPS if the Secretary determines that the country condition requirements for TPS are met. In considering the Secretary’s discretion, the court will review the Secretary’s actions to determine whether the Secretary has properly interpreted the relevant statutory provisions and whether the Secretary’s actions are supported by substantial evidence on the record. The Secretary’s findings will be upheld if they are legally supported and are not arbitrary or capricious. The Secretary’s action is arbitrary and capricious if it is based on a clearly错误的 factual premise, or it is a conclusion not supported by the facts. The Secretary’s action is not supported by substantial evidence if the record does not demonstrate that the Secretary’s determination is supported by substantial evidence.

The Secretary’s action is arbitrary and capricious if it is based on a clearly错误的 factual premise, or it is a conclusion not supported by the facts. The Secretary’s action is not supported by substantial evidence if the record does not demonstrate that the Secretary’s determination is supported by substantial evidence.

2 Termination of the Designation of Sudan for Temporary Protected Status, 82 FR 47228 (Oct. 11, 2017); Termination of Designation of El Salvador for Temporary Protected Status, 83 FR 2654 (Jan. 18, 2018); Termination of the Designation of Haiti for Temporary Protected Status, 83 FR 2648 (Jan. 18, 2018); Termination of the Designation of Nepal for Temporary Protected Status, 83 FR 23705 (May 22, 2018); Termination of the Designation of Honduras for Temporary Protected Status, 83 FR 26074 (Aug. 3, 2018) and Sudan were later newly designated for TPS on August 3, 2021 and April 19, 2022, respectively, for 18 months. See Designation of Haiti for Temporary Protected Status, 86 FR 41863 (Aug. 3, 2021); Designation of Sudan for Temporary Protected Status, 87 FR 23202 (Apr. 19, 2022).

3 See Ramos v. Nielsen, 336 F. Supp.3d 1075 (N.D. Cal. Oct. 3, 2018) (“Ramos”) (district court granted preliminary injunction against terminations of TPS for El Salvador, Haiti, Sudan, and Nicaragua). On appeal, a three-judge panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit vacated the district court’s injunction and remanded the case to the district court, but the plaintiffs filed a motion for rehearing en banc. Ramos v. Wolf, 975 F.3d 872 (9th Cir. 2020). The Ninth Circuit issued a stay of proceedings in accordance with the procedures announced in this notice.

4 The district court granted a rehearing en banc of the panel decision, vacating the previous ruling from its three-judge panel. 59 F.4th 1010 (9th Cir. 2023). En banc arguments are scheduled to be heard during the week of June 20, 2023. In the meantime, the injunction remains in place. See also Bhattarai v. Nielsen, No. 19–cv–00731 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 12, 2019) (district court stayed proceedings until Ramos appeal is decided and approved parties’ stipulation for continued TPS and issuance of TPS-related documentation to eligible, affected beneficiaries of TPS for Honduras and Nepal during the stay and pendency of the appeal, treatment similar to that provided to Ramos-covered individuals). Other litigation was filed relating to the terminations of El Salvador, Honduras, and Haiti. The Haiti-related case, NAACP v. Nielsen, No. 1:18–cv–00239 (D. Md. Jan. 24, 2018) was dismissed on May 22, 2021, subsequent to the same DHS designation. Meanwhile, Centro Presente v. Biden, No. 1:18–cv–10340 (D. Mass. July 23, 2018), relating to El Salvador, Honduras, and Haiti, and Casa de Maryland v. Biden, No. 18–00845 (D. Md. Mar. 23, 2018), relating to El Salvador, are currently either stayed or subject to a pending stay motion.

5 The Secretary may designate a country (or part thereof) for TPS on the basis of ongoing armed conflict such that returning would pose a serious threat to the personal safety of the country’s nationals, environmental disaster (including an epidemic), or extraordinary and temporary conditions in the country that prevent the safe return of the country’s nationals. For environmental disaster-based designations, certain other statutory requirements must be met, including that the foreign government must request TPS, a ground for TPS withdrawal. See INA sec. 244(c)(3)(C); 8 U.S.C. 1254a(c)(3)(C); 8 CFR 244.17.

6 Id., at 68719.

7 Through the re-registration process, which is generally conducted every 12 to 18 months while a foreign state is designated for TPS, USCIS determines whether each TPS beneficiary is continuing to maintain individual eligibility for TPS, including but not limited to, the requirements related to disqualifying criminal or security issues. See Continuation of Documentation for Beneficiaries of Temporary Protected Status Designations of El Salvador, Honduras, and Haiti, 87 FR 68717, 68720 (Nov. 16, 2022) (noting potential future action for TPS beneficiaries may include a requirement to re-register).

8 Id.

9 The text of INA section 244(b)(1) continues to ascribe this power to the Attorney General, this authority is now held by the Secretary of Homeland Security by operation of the Homeland Security Act of 2002, Public Law 107–296, 116 Stat. 2133, See, e.g., 6 U.S.C. 557; Nielsen v. Preap, 139 S. Ct. 954, 959 n.2 (2019). The Secretary may designate a country (or part of a country) for TPS on the basis of ongoing armed conflict such that returning would pose a serious threat to the personal safety of the country’s nationals, extraordinary conditions that exist if the Secretary finds that allowing the country’s nationals to remain temporarily in the United States is contrary to the U.S. national interest. INA sec. 244(b)(1).
of a foreign state’s TPS designation, the Secretary, after consultation with appropriate U.S. Government agencies, must review the conditions in the foreign state designated for TPS to determine whether they continue to meet the conditions for the TPS designation. See INA sec. 244(b)(3)(A), 8 U.S.C. 1254a(b)(3)(A). If the Secretary determines that the foreign state no longer meets the conditions for TPS designation, the Secretary must terminate the designation. See INA sec. 244(b)(3)(B), 8 U.S.C. 1254a(b)(3)(B). If the Secretary does not determine that the foreign state no longer meets the conditions for TPS designation, the designation is extended for an additional period of 6 months or, in the Secretary’s discretion, 12 or 18 months. See INA sec. 244(b)(3)(A), (C); 8 U.S.C. 1254a(b)(3)(A), (C).

On December 15, 2017, the Acting Secretary of Homeland Security issued notice of her decision that Nicaragua no longer continued to meet the conditions for TPS designation and announced the termination of TPS for Nicaragua. The Secretary also announced an orderly transition period of 12 months, such that the termination was set to go into effect on January 5, 2019. On March 12, 2018, as noted above, plaintiffs in Ramos filed suit challenging the termination decision for Nicaragua, as well as contemporaneous decisions to terminate TPS for El Salvador, Sudan, and Haiti. As of October 3, 2018, the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California issued a preliminary injunction order in Ramos, preventing the termination decision from going into effect until the court reaches a decision on the merits of the plaintiffs’ claims and further directing that DHS maintain the status quo, including continuing TPS and TPS-related documentation such as EADs for affected beneficiaries. After reaching a stipulation with plaintiffs that no termination would go into effect for at least 120 days following the conclusion of any appeal, DHS has issued a series of Federal Register notices continuing TPS and TPS-related documentation for affected TPS beneficiaries, with the most recent continuation notice effective through June 30, 2024. As a result, the announced termination of the TPS designation for Nicaragua has never gone into effect, and TPS beneficiaries under that designation have retained their TPS, unless it has been individually withdrawn pursuant to INA section 244(c)(3), 8 U.S.C. 1254a(c)(3).

An agency has inherent (that is, statutorily implicit) authority to revisit its prior decisions unless Congress has expressly limited that authority. The TPS statute does not limit the Secretary’s inherent authority to reconsider any TPS-related determination, and upon reconsideration, to change the determination. See INA secs. 244(b)(3), (b)(5)(A); 8 U.S.C. 1254a(b)(3), (b)(5)(A).

Why is the Secretary rescinding the previous decision to terminate the TPS designation for Nicaragua?

After conducting an independent assessment of the country conditions in Nicaragua as they existed in 2017 and exist today, the Secretary has determined that Nicaragua’s 1999 TPS designation should not have been terminated. As explained below, the conditions in Nicaragua that gave rise to its TPS designation in 1999 persisted in 2017 and persist to this day. Accordingly, the Secretary is, upon reconsideration, vacating the 2017 decision terminating Nicaragua’s TPS designation and extending that designation for an additional 18 months.

Nicaragua was initially designated for TPS in 1999 on environmental disaster grounds following Hurricane Mitch, at the request of the country’s government, and because Nicaragua was unable, temporarily to handle adequately the return of its nationals. The hurricane, which struck in 1998, killed approximately 2,500 people and 885

The devastation of Hurricane Mitch affected nearly 868,000 people. Landslides and floods destroyed entire villages and caused extensive damages to the transportation network, housing, medical and educational facilities, water supply and sanitation facilities, and the agricultural sector. Overall damage estimates ranged between $1.3–1.5 billion.

At the time of the decision to terminate the designation of TPS, Nicaragua continued to experience significant challenges due to the destruction of the hurricane. While the international community and the Government of Nicaragua helped to repair the damage and destruction left behind by Hurricane Mitch and there were notable improvements in some sectors, several sectors including housing and infrastructure remained severely impacted. In 2017, Habitat for Humanity reported that Nicaragua had one of the highest housing deficits in Central America stating, “The total deficit generates nearly 35,000 new houses and home improvements, and only 50 percent of the total need is covered between the private and public sectors.”

Additionally, according to the 2017 Global Climate Risk Index, Nicaragua

---

16 Id.

ranked as the 4th most affected country in the world by extreme weather events from 1996 to 2015; during this time, Nicaragua averaged $234.7 million in damages per year, and witnessed over 3,200 total fatalities from extreme weather events.\textsuperscript{21} Per the World Food Program, Nicaragua’s vulnerability to natural disasters hinders its progress in addressing both poverty and food security.\textsuperscript{22}

Since Hurricane Mitch, various hurricanes, tropical depressions, and tropical storms have made landfall in Nicaragua.\textsuperscript{23} The conditions leading up to the decision to terminate show recurrent hydrometeorological and environmental events that delayed and prolonged Nicaragua’s ability to recover. In 2016, heavy rains and wind once again caused damage and flooding in Nicaragua.\textsuperscript{24}\textsuperscript{25} In July 2016, more than 8,900 people were affected, 3,900 people were evacuated, and nearly 1,700 homes were flooded due to heavy rains and flooding.\textsuperscript{26} In November 2016, Hurricane Otto—a category 2 storm—damaged 817 and destroyed 120 homes and necessitated the evacuation of over 11,600 people.\textsuperscript{27} Also, consecutive years of drought (from November 2013 to April 2016)\textsuperscript{28} negatively impacted agriculture, fishing, and hydroelectric energy production in Nicaragua.\textsuperscript{29}

The conditions in Nicaragua at the time of the TPS termination decision provided opportunities for returnees returning to Nicaragua in safety and negatively affected the country’s ability to adequately handle the return of its nationals residing in the United States. As explained above, at the time of the decision to terminate TPS, Nicaragua continued to experience ongoing environmental disasters that were either insufficiently considered or not considered in the termination decision. The termination decision failed to adequately assess conditions in Nicaragua. Those conditions continued to substantially disrupt living conditions and temporarily affected the country’s ability to adequately handle the return of its nationals residing in the United States. The Secretary has concluded that reconsideration is appropriate and timely, particularly given that the 2017 termination decision has not yet gone into effect due to the ongoing litigation and associated court orders.

What authority does the Secretary have to extend the designation of Nicaragua for TPS?

As noted above, section 244(b) of the INA, 8 U.S.C. 1254a(b), authorizes the Secretary, after consultation with appropriate agencies of the U.S. Government, to designate a foreign state (or part thereof) for TPS if the Secretary determines that certain country conditions exist and instructs the Secretary to periodically review the country conditions underpinning each designation and determine whether they still exist, leading to either termination or extension of the TPS designation. However, if the Secretary determines that the foreign state no longer meets the conditions for TPS designation, the Secretary must terminate the designation. See INA sec. 244(b)(3)(B), 8 U.S.C. 1254a(b)(3)(B). If the Secretary does not make a decision as to either extension or termination, then INA section 244(b)(3)(C) requires the automatic extension of the designation for six months (or 12 or 18 months in the Secretary’s discretion).

Prior to the now-rescinded termination of the TPS designation for Nicaragua, the most recent extension of the designation was due to end on January 5, 2018.\textsuperscript{30} In light of the Secretary’s reconsideration and decision of the December 15, 2017 decision to terminate the TPS designation for Nicaragua, there is no longer any standing secretarial determination that Nicaragua “no longer meets the conditions for designation” under INA section 244(b)(1). Accordingly, pursuant to INA section 244(b)(3)(C), and in the absence of an affirmative decision by any Secretary to extend the designation for 12 or 18 months rather than the automatic six months triggered by the statute, the TPS designation for Nicaragua shall have been extended in consecutive increments of six months between the date when the last designation extension was due to end on January 5, 2018, and the effective date of the TPS extension announced in this notice on January 6, 2024. Coupled with the existing Ramos order and corresponding Federal Register notices continuing TPS

\textsuperscript{22}See Extension of the Designation of Nicaragua for Temporary Protected Status, 81 FR 30325 (July 6, 2016).
and TPS-related documentation for affected beneficiaries under the designation for Nicaragua, this means that all such individuals whose TPS has not been finally withdrawn for individual ineligibility are deemed to have retained TPS since January 5, 2018, and may re-register under procedures announced in this Notice.

Why is the Secretary extending the TPS designation for Nicaragua for TPS for 18 months through July 5, 2025?

DHS has reviewed country conditions in Nicaragua. Based on the review, including input received from the United States Department of State (DOS) and other U.S. Government agencies, the Secretary has determined that an 18-month TPS extension is warranted because the conditions supporting Nicaragua’s 1999 designation for TPS on the basis of environmental disaster remain.

As previously discussed, Nicaragua was originally designated for TPS in 1999 following Hurricane Mitch. Since the disastrous hurricane in 1998, Nicaragua has been encumbered by several significant natural disasters and environmental challenges. Nicaragua continues to suffer from the residual effects of Hurricane Mitch, and subsequent disasters have caused additional damage and added to the country’s fragility. “In the last 20 years, Nicaragua has been hit by major, extreme weather events such as Hurricanes Mitch in 1998, Beta in 2005, Felix in 2007, and most recently by hurricanes Eta and Iota in November 2020... The economic, social, housing, and infrastructure losses have been devastating for the region.”

According to the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC), Hurricane Eta and Hurricane Iota left severe damage in the region, including loss of lives. The “back-to-back major hurricanes affected 60 per cent of the national territory.”

...Continued

while “[c]oastal areas such as the North Caribbean Coast Autonomous Region (RACCN), a rural area mostly inhabited by indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples, bore the brunt of the destruction.” More than 3 million people were exposed to these hurricanes, with an estimated 1.8 million people affected. Damages from the hurricanes were estimated at $738 million and included access to safe drinking water and sanitation facilities, damaged staple crops, and worsened food insecurity for vulnerable individuals.

On July 1, 2022, Tropical Storm Bonnie hit the Caribbean coast of Nicaragua. The storm “caused flash flooding, overflow in rivers and landslides in the North and South Caribbean Coast,” and “affected 21 municipalities, flooding 300 homes, ripping off the roofs of 123 homes, and destroying 3 homes.” At least 3,000 people were evacuated, and “[t]ens of thousands of people across Nicaragua were left without power and more than 10,000 homes had no water.”

In addition to hurricanes, Nicaragua has also been impacted by other hydrometeorological events and is also one of the countries in the Dry Corridor of Central America. These environmental shocks have affected conditions throughout Nicaragua resulting in deaths, damage to homes and infrastructure, and loss of crops throughout the years.

...Continued
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In addition to the numerous environmental disasters following the 1998 hurricane, Nicaragua is experiencing political instability and a humanitarian crisis that continues to render the country temporarily unable to adequately handle the return of its nationals.

The Nicaraguan government’s harsh response to domestic dissent and political opponents began in 2018 when President Ortega proposed to reduce social security benefits in Nicaragua which triggered protests.\(^{51}\) The government’s response was repressive\(^ {52}\) and included an “estimated 325–600 extrajudicial killings, as well as torture, political imprisonment, and suppression of the press, and led to thousands of citizens going into exile” according to a 2019 Report of the High-Level Commission on Nicaragua of the Organization of the American States.\(^ {53}\)

The Ortega government launched a new period of increased oppression beginning in May 2021, arresting dozens of government critics, including several revolutionary leaders who once fought alongside Ortega.\(^ {54}\)

In a September 2022 report, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) reported that the “human rights situation in Nicaragua has progressively deteriorated since 2018.”\(^ {55}\) The Associated Press noted in August 2022 that political stability in Nicaragua “has never fully returned” since the outbreak of protests in 2018 and the subsequent “crackdown by security forces and allied civilian militias.”\(^ {56}\) More or less, OHCHR reported that it had noted “a deterioration of the human rights situation” in 2022, “particularly regarding civil and political rights, in a context characterized by the absence of dialogue, the deepening of the political crisis, and the isolation of Nicaragua from the international community.”\(^ {57}\) As part of the government’s authoritarian crackdown, it has shut down nearly 3,000 NGOs in 2022, reducing the number of organizations that would have assisted in recovery efforts. These actions along with insufficient investment in public works and other programs necessary for long-term socioeconomic development have impacted Nicaragua’s ability to recover from Hurricane Mitch.

The resulting instability has caused a humanitarian crisis. Between 2018 and 2020, more than 108,000 Nicaraguans fled their country, according to UNHCR.\(^ {58}\) Further, UNHCR has reported that in 2021, new asylum applications worldwide by nationals of Nicaragua were among the most commonly registered and experienced a five-fold increase from 2020.\(^ {59}\)

The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights stated that the “sociopolitical, economic and human rights crises we are witnessing in Nicaragua are driving thousands of people from the safety of their homes. The number of Nicaraguans leaving the country is growing in unprecedented numbers, even higher than in the 1980s.”\(^ {60}\)

In early September 2022, reports indicated that Nicaraguans seeking asylum in Costa Rica were at its highest level since Nicaragua’s political crisis exploded in April 2018.\(^ {61}\) Additionally, more than “200,000 pending applications and another 50,000 people waiting for their appointment to make a


\(62\) International Protection Considerations with Regard to People Fleeing Nicaragua, UNHCR, Jan. 25, 2023, available at https://www.refworld.org/country,UNHCR,NIC,63bc17264,0.html (last visited May 5, 2023).

\(63\) In January 2023, the Processes for Cubans, Haitians, Nicaraguans, and Venezuelans (CHNV) allowed for certain Nicaraguan nationals to request to come to the United States. The U.S. government will provide travel authorization for up to 30,000 individuals to come to the United States each month across the Cuban, Haitian, Nicaraguan, and Venezuelan parole processes. The United States has consistently met the cap since the implementation of the process. The 21,566 individuals noted above does not include Nicaraguan nationals who have come to the United States with travel authorization under CHNV.

\(64\) International Protection Considerations with Regard to People Fleeing Nicaragua, UNHCR, Jan. 25, 2023, available at https://www.refworld.org/country,UNHCR,NIC,63bc17264,0.html (last visited May 5, 2023).

In summary, while progress has been made in repairing damage caused by the 1998 hurricane, Nicaragua continues to experience numerous natural disasters that significantly disrupt living conditions and adversely impact its ability to adequately handle the return of those granted TPS. Nicaragua is encumbered by the effects of several significant natural disasters, environmental challenges, political instability, and a resulting humanitarian crisis that adversely impact the country’s ability to fully recover and continue to render the country temporarily unable to adequately handle the return of its nationals.

Based upon this review and after consultation with appropriate U.S. Government agencies, the Secretary has determined that:

- At the time the Secretary’s decision to terminate Nicaragua’s designation for TPS was announced on December 15, 2017, conditions in Nicaragua continued to support the country’s designation for TPS on the ground of environmental disaster; therefore, the termination should be rescinded and such rescission is timely given that the termination has not yet gone into effect. See INA sec. 244(b)(1)(B), 8 U.S.C. 1254a(b)(1)(B).
- The conditions supporting Nicaragua’s designation for TPS still continue to be met. See INA sec. 244(b)(3)(A) and (C), 8 U.S.C. 1254a(b)(3)(A) and (C).
- There has been an earthquake, flood, drought, epidemic, or other environmental disaster in Nicaragua resulting in a substantial, but temporary, disruption of living conditions in the area affected; Nicaragua is unable, temporarily, to handle adequately the return of its nationals; and Nicaragua officially requested designation of TPS. See INA sec. 244(b)(1)(B), 8 U.S.C. 1254a(b)(1)(B); the designation of Nicaragua for TPS should be extended for an 18-month period, beginning on January 6, 2024, and ending on July 5, 2025. See INA sec. 244(b)(3)(C), 8 U.S.C. 1254a(b)(3)(C).

**Notice of the Recession of TPS**

Pursuant to my lawful authorities, including under sections 103(a) and 244 of the Immigration and Nationality Act, I hereby rescinding the termination of the TPS designation of Nicaragua announced in the *Federal Register* at 82 FR 59636 on December 15, 2017. Due to this rescission and pursuant to INA section 244(b)(3)(C), as well as the ongoing preliminary injunction in *Ramos v. Nielsen*, 336 F. Supp. 3d 1075 (N.D. Cal. 2018), the TPS designation of Nicaragua has continued to automatically extend under the statute since May 16, 2016, without a standing secretarial determination as to whether TPS should be extended or terminated. TPS beneficiaries under the designation, whose TPS has not been finally withdrawn for individual ineligibility, therefore have continued to maintain their TPS since January 5, 2018.

By the authority vested in me as Secretary under INA section 244, 8 U.S.C. 1254a, I have determined, after consultation with the appropriate U.S. Government agencies, the statutory conditions supporting Nicaragua’s designation for TPS on the basis of environmental disaster continue to be met. See INA secs. 244(b)(1)(B) and 244(b)(3)(A); 8 U.S.C. 1254a(b)(1)(B) and 1254a(b)(3)(A). On the basis of this determination, I am extending the existing designation of Nicaragua for TPS for 18 months, beginning on January 6, 2024, and ending on July 5, 2025. See INA sec. 244(b)(3)(C), 8 U.S.C. 1254a(b)(3)(C). Individuals holding TPS under the designation of Nicaragua may file to re-register for TPS under the procedures announced in this notice if they wish to continue their TPS under this 18-month extension.

Alejandro N. Mayorkas  

**Eligibility and Employment Authorization for TPS**

To re-register for TPS based on the designation of Nicaragua, you must submit a Form I–821, Application for Temporary Protected Status during the 60-day reregistration period that starts on November 6, 2023, through January 5, 2024. There is no Form I–821 fee for re-registration. See 8 CFR 244.17. You may be required to pay the biometric services fee. If you can demonstrate an inability to pay the biometric services fee, you may request to have the fee waived. Please see additional information under the “Biometric Services Fee” section of this notice.

Individuals who have a Nicaragua TPS application (Form I–821) that was still pending as of June 21, 2023 do not need to file the application again. If USCIS approves an individual’s Form I–821, USCIS will grant the individual TPS through July 5, 2025.

**Required Application Forms and Application Fees To Obtain an EAD**

Every employee must provide their employer with documentation showing they have a legal right to work in the United States. TPS beneficiaries are authorized to work in the United States and are eligible for an EAD which proves their employment authorization. If you have an existing EAD issued under the TPS designation of Nicaragua that has been auto-extended through June 30, 2024, by the notice published at 87 FR 68717, you may continue to use that EAD through that date. If you want to obtain a new EAD valid through July 5, 2025, you must file an Application for Employment Authorization (Form I–765) and pay the Form I–765 fee (or request a fee waiver, which you may submit on Form I–912, Request for Fee Waiver).

You may, but are not required to, submit Form I–765, Application for Employment Authorization, with your Form I–821 re-registration application. If you do not want a new EAD now, you can request one later by filing your I–765 and paying the fee (or requesting a fee waiver) at that time, provided you have TPS or a pending TPS application. If you have TPS and only a pending Form I–765, you must file the Form I–821 to re-register for TPS or risk having your TPS withdrawn for failure to re-register without good cause.

**Information About Fees and Filing**

USCIS offers the option to applicants for TPS under Nicaragua’s designation to file Form I–821 and related requests for EADs online or by mail. When filing a TPS application, applicants can also request an EAD by submitting a completed Form I–765, with their Form I–821.

**Online filing:** Forms I–821 and I–765 are available for concurrent filing online.67 To file these forms online, you must first create a USCIS online account.68 However, if you are requesting a fee waiver, you cannot submit the applications online. You will need to file paper versions of the fee waiver request and the form for which you are requesting the fee waiver.

**Mail filing:** Mail your application for TPS to the proper address in Table 1.

**Table 1-Mailing Addresses**

Mail your completed Form I–821, Application for Temporary Protected

---

66 Id.
68 https://myaccount.uscis.gov/users/sign_up.”
Biometric Services Fee for TPS

Biometrics (such as fingerprints) are required for all applicants 14 years of age and older. Those applicants must submit a biometric services fee. As previously stated, if you are unable to pay the biometric services fee, you may request a fee waiver, which you may submit on Form I–912, Request for Fee Waiver, if applicable, and supporting documentation to the proper address in Table 1.

TABLE 1—MAILING ADDRESSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If you send your paper applications via:</th>
<th>Then mail your application to:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Postal Service (USPS):...........</td>
<td>USCIS, Attn: TPS Nicaragua, P.O. Box 4413, Chicago, IL 60680–4388.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedEx, UPS, or DHL deliveries:........</td>
<td>USCIS, Attn: TPS Nicaragua (Box 4413), 131 S. Dearborn St., 3rd Floor, Chicago, IL 60603–5517.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you were granted TPS by an immigration judge (IJ) or the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) and you wish to request an EAD, please mail your Form I–765 application to the appropriate mailing address in Table 1. When you are requesting an EAD based on an IJ/BIA grant of TPS, please include a copy of the IJ or BIA order granting you TPS with your application. This will help us verify your grant of TPS and process your application.

Supporting Documents

The filing instructions on the Form I–821 list all the documents needed to establish eligibility for TPS. You may also find information on the acceptable documentation and other requirements for applying (i.e., registering) for TPS on the USCIS website at https://www.uscis.gov/tps under “Nicaragua.”

Travel

TPS beneficiaries may also apply for and be granted travel authorization as a matter of discretion. You must file for travel authorization if you wish to travel outside of the United States. If granted, travel authorization gives you permission to leave the United States and return during a specific period. To request travel authorization, you must file Form I–131, Application for Travel Document, available at https://www.uscis.gov/i-131. You may file Form I–131 together with your Form I–821 or separately. When filing the Form I–131, you must:

- Select Item Number 1.t.d. in Part 2 on the Form I–131; and
- Submit the fee for the Form I–131, or request a fee waiver, which you may submit on Form I–912, Request for Fee Waiver.

If you are filing Form I–131 together with Form I–821, send your form to the address listed in Table 1. If you are filing Form I–131 separately based on a pending or approved Form I–821, send your form to the address listed in Table 2 and include a copy of Form I–797 for the approved or pending Form I–821.

TABLE 2—MAILING ADDRESSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If you are</th>
<th>Mail to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filing Form I–131 together with a Form I–821, Application for Temporary Protected Status.</td>
<td>The address provided in Table 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filing Form I–131 based on a pending or approved Form I–821, and you are using the U.S. Postal Service (USPS):</td>
<td>USCIS, Attn: I–131 TPS, P.O. Box 660167, Dallas, TX 75266–0867.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You must include a copy of the receipt notice (Form I–797 or I–797C) showing we accepted or approved your Form I–821.</td>
<td>USCIS, Attn: I–131 TPS, 2501 S. State Hwy. 121 Business, Ste. 400, Lewisville, TX 75067.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filing Form I–131 based on a pending or approved Form I–821, and you are using FedEx, UPS, or DHL:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You must include a copy of the receipt notice (Form I–797 or I–797C) showing we accepted or approved your Form I–821.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Reframing a TPS Re-Registration Application After Receiving a Denial of a Fee Waiver Request

You should file as soon as possible within the 60-day re-registration period so USCIS can process your application and issue your EAD promptly, if one has been requested. Properly filing early will also allow you to have time to refile your application before the deadline, should USCIS deny your fee waiver request. The fee waiver denial notice will contain specific instructions about resubmitting your application. However, you are urged to refile within 45 days of the date on any USCIS fee waiver denial notice, if possible. See INA sec. 244(c)(3)(C); 8 U.S.C. 1254a(c)(3)(C); 8 CFR 244.17(b). For more information on good cause for late re-registration, visit the USCIS TPS web page at www.uscis.gov/tps.

Note: A re-registering TPS beneficiary age 14 and older must pay the biometric services fee (but not the Form I–821 fee), or request a fee waiver, when filing a TPS re-registration application. As discussed above, if you decide to wait to request an EAD, you do not have to file the Form I–765 or pay the associated Form I–765 fee (or request a fee waiver) at the time of re-registration. You may wait to seek an EAD until after USCIS has approved your TPS re-registration application or at any later date you decide you want to request an EAD. To re-register for TPS, you only need to file the Form I–821 with the biometrics services fee, if applicable (or request a fee waiver).
General employment-related information for TPS applicants and their employers

How can I obtain information on the status of my TPS application and EAD request? To get case status information about your TPS application, as well as the status of your TPS-based EAD request, you can check Case Status Online at uscis.gov, or visit the USCIS Contact Center at https://www.uscis.gov/contactcenter. If your Form I–765 has been pending for more than 90 days, and you still need assistance, you may ask a question about your case online at https://egov.uscis.gov/e-request/Intro.do or call the USCIS Contact Center at 800–375–5283 (TTY 800–767–1833).

When hired, what documentation may I show to my employer as evidence of identity and employment authorization when completing Form I–9?

You can find the Lists of Acceptable Documents on Form I–9, Employment Eligibility Verification, as well as the Acceptable Documents web page at https://www.uscis.gov/i-9-central/acceptable-documents. Employers must complete Form I–9 to verify the identity and employment authorization of all new employees. Within three days of hire, employees must present acceptable documents to their employers as evidence of identity and employment authorization to satisfy Form I–9 requirements.

You may present any document from List A (which provides evidence of both identity and employment authorization) or one document from List B (which provides evidence of your identity) together with one document from List C (which provides evidence of employment authorization), or you may present an acceptable receipt as described in the Form I–9 Instructions. Employers may not reject a document based on a future expiration date. You can find additional information about Form I–9 on the I–9 Central web page at https://www.uscis.gov/I-9Central. An EAD is an acceptable document under List A.

If I have an EAD based on another immigration status, can I obtain a new TPS-based EAD?

Yes, if you are eligible for TPS, you can obtain a new TPS-based EAD, regardless of whether you have an EAD or work authorization based on another immigration status. If you want to obtain a new TPS-based EAD valid through July 5, 2025, then you must file Form I–765, Application for Employment Authorization, and pay the associated fee (unless USCIS grants your fee waiver request).

Can my employer require that I provide any other documentation such as evidence of my status or proof of my Nicaraguan citizenship or a Form I–797C showing that I registered for TPS for Form I–9 completion?

No. When completing Form I–9, employers must accept any documentation you choose to present from the Form I–9 Lists of Acceptable Documents that reasonably appears to be genuine and that relates to you, or an acceptable List A, List B, or List C receipt. Employers need not reverify List B identity documents. Employers may not request proof of Nicaraguan citizenship or proof of registration for TPS when completing Form I–9 for new hires or reverifying the employment authorization of current employees. Refer to the “Note to Employees” section of this Federal Register notice for important information about your rights if your employer rejects lawful documentation, requires additional documentation, or otherwise discriminates against you based on your citizenship or immigration status, or your national origin. Employers can refer to the compliance notice that DHS published on November 16, 2022, for information on how to complete the Form I–9 with TPS EADs that DHS extended through June 30, 2024.

Note to All Employers

Employers are reminded that the laws requiring proper employment eligibility verification and prohibiting unfair immigration-related employment practices remain in full force. This Federal Register notice does not supersede or in any way limit applicable employment verification rules and policy guidance, including those rules setting forth reverification requirements. For general questions about the employment eligibility verification process, employers may call USCIS at 888–464–4218 (TTY 877–875–6028) or email USCIS at I-9Central@uscis.dhs.gov. USCIS accepts calls and emails in English and many other languages. For questions about avoiding discrimination during the employment eligibility verification process (Form I–9 and E-Verify), employers may call the U.S. Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Immigrant and Employee Rights Section (IER) Employer Hotline at 800–255–8155 (TTY 800–237–2515). IER offers language interpretation in numerous languages. Employers may also email IER at IER@usdoj.gov.

Note to Employees

For general questions about the employment eligibility verification process, employers may call USCIS at 888–897–7781 (TTY 877–875–6028) or email USCIS at I-9Central@uscis.dhs.gov. USCIS accepts calls in English, Spanish and many other languages. Employees or job applicants may also call the IER Worker Hotline at 800–255–7688 (TTY 800–237–2515) for information regarding employment discrimination based on citizenship, immigration status, or national origin, including discrimination related to Form I–9 and E-Verify. The IER Worker Hotline provides language interpretation in numerous languages.

To comply with the law, employers must accept any document or combination of documents from the Lists of Acceptable Documents if the documentation reasonably appears to be genuine and to relate to the employee, or an acceptable List A, List B, or List C receipt as described in the Form I–9 Instructions. Employers may not require extra or additional documentation beyond what is required for Form I–9 completion. Further, employers participating in E-Verify who receive an E-Verify case result of “Tentative Nonconfirmation” (mismatch) must promptly inform employees of the mismatch and give such employees an opportunity to take action to resolve the mismatch. A mismatch result means that the information entered into E-Verify from Form I–9 differs from records available to DHS. Employers may not terminate, suspend, delay training, withhold or lower pay, or take any adverse action against an employee because of a mismatch while the case is still pending with E-Verify. A Final Nonconfirmation (FNC) case result is received when E-Verify cannot confirm an employee’s employment eligibility. An employer may terminate employment based on a case result of FNC. Work-authorized employees who receive an FNC may call USCIS for assistance at 888–897–7781 (TTY 877–875–6028). For more information about E-Verify-related discrimination or to report an employer for discrimination in the E-Verify process based on citizenship, immigration status, or national origin, contact IER’s Worker Hotline at 800–255–7688 (TTY 800–237–2515). Additional information about proper nondiscriminatory Form I–9 and E-Verify procedures is available on the IER website at https://www.justice.gov/ier and the USCIS and E-Verify websites at https://www.uscis.gov/i-9-central and https://www.e-verify.gov.
Note Regarding Federal, State, and Local Government Agencies (Such as Departments of Motor Vehicles)

This Federal Register Notice does not invalidate the compliance notice DHS issued on November 16, 2022, which extended the validity of certain TPS documentation through June 30, 2024, and does not require individuals to present a Form I–797, Notice of Action. While Federal Government agencies must follow the guidelines laid out by the Federal Government, State and local government agencies establish their own rules and guidelines when granting certain benefits. Each state may have different laws, requirements, and determinations about what documents you need to provide to prove eligibility for certain benefits. Whether you are applying for a Federal, State, or local government benefit, you may need to provide the government agency with documents that show you are a TPS beneficiary, show you are authorized to work based on TPS or other status, or that may be used by DHS to determine if you have TPS or another immigration status. Examples of such documents are:

- Your current EAD with a TPS category code of A–12 or C–19, even if your country of birth noted on the EAD does not reflect the TPS designated country of Nicaragua; or
- Your Form I–94, Arrival/Departure Record or Form I–797, Notice of Action, as shown in the Federal Register notice published at 87 FR 68717.

Check with the government agency requesting documentation regarding which document(s) the agency will accept. Some state and local government agencies use SAVE to confirm the current immigration status of applicants for public benefits.

While SAVE can verify that an individual has TPS, each state and local government agency’s procedures govern whether they will accept an unexpired EAD, Form I–797, Form I–797C, or Form I–94. It may also assist the agency if you:

- Give the agency a copy of the relevant Federal Register notice listing the TPS-related document, including any applicable auto-extension of the document, in addition to your recent TPS-related document with your A-number, USCIS number or Form I–94 number;
- Explain that SAVE will be able to verify the continuation of your TPS using this information; and
- Ask the agency to initiate a SAVE query with your information and follow through with additional verification steps, if necessary, to get a final SAVE response verifying your TPS.

You can also ask the agency to look for SAVE notices or contact SAVE if they have any questions about your immigration status or any automatic extension of TPS-related documentation. In most cases, SAVE provides an automated electronic response to benefit-granting agencies within seconds, but occasionally verification can be delayed.

You can check the status of your SAVE verification by using CaseCheck at https://CaseCheck. CaseCheck is a free service that lets you follow the progress of your SAVE verification case using your date of birth and one immigration identifier number (A-number, USCIS number, or Form I–94 number) or Verification Case Number. If an agency has denied your application based solely or in part on a SAVE response, the agency must offer you the opportunity to appeal the decision in accordance with the agency’s procedures. If the agency has received and acted on or will act on a SAVE verification and you do not believe the SAVE response is correct, the SAVE website, www.uscis.gov/save, has detailed information on how to correct or update your immigration record, make an appointment, or submit a written request to correct records. [FR Doc. 2023–13246 Filed 6–20–23, 8:45 am]

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

[CIS No. 2733–22; DHS Docket No. USCIS– 2014–0007]

RIN 1615–ZB75

Reconsideration and Rescission of Termination of the Designation of Honduras for Temporary Protected Status; Extension of the Temporary Protected Status Designation for Honduras


ACTION: Notice of Reconsideration and Rescission of Termination of the Designation of Honduras for Temporary Protected Status (TPS) and Notice of Extension of TPS Designation for Honduras.

SUMMARY: Through this notice, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) announces that the Secretary of Homeland Security (Secretary) is rescinding the previous termination of the designation of Honduras for TPS which was published on June 5, 2018 and extending the designation of Honduras for Temporary Protected Status (TPS) for 18 months, beginning on January 6, 2024, and ending on July 5, 2025. This extension allows existing TPS beneficiaries to retain TPS through July 5, 2025, so long as they otherwise continue to meet the eligibility requirements for TPS. Existing TPS beneficiaries who wish to extend their status through July 5, 2025, must re-register for the 60-day re-registration period as described in this notice.


Re-registration: The 60-day re-registration period for existing beneficiaries runs from November 6, 2023 through January 5, 2024.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
- You may contact René Cutlip-Mason, Chief, Humanitarian Affairs Division, Office of Policy and Strategy, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, Department of Homeland Security, by mail at 5900 Capital Gateway Drive, Camp Springs, MD 20746, or by phone at 800–375–5283.
- For further information on TPS, including guidance on the registration process and additional information on eligibility, please visit the USCIS TPS web page at https://www.uscis.gov/tps.

You can find specific information about Honduras’s TPS designation by selecting “Honduras” from the menu on the left side of the TPS web page.

- If you have additional questions about TPS, please visit uscis.gov/tools. Our online virtual assistant, Emma, can answer many of your questions and point you to additional information on our website. If you are unable to find your answers there, you may also call our USCIS Contact Center at 800–375–5283 (TTY 800–767–1833).
- Applicants seeking information about the status of their individual cases may check Case Status Online, available on the USCIS website at uscis.gov, or visit the USCIS Contact Center at https://www.uscis.gov/contactcenter.

Further information will also be available at local USCIS offices upon publication of this notice.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: